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Abstract—If heterogeneous information systems store
documents to the ontology-based document repository, they have
to provide ontology-based documents (i.e. semantic documents).
In this paper, we present how ontology-based documents
(XHTML+RDFa) can be provided. The RDFa markup is used for
embedding exchangeable information in the RDF format within
the XHTML documents. Before we can provide ontology-based
documents, we have to specify the data model. In this paper, we
introduce how we modeled CCTS-based data and how we formed
the RDF repository which supports the CCTS-based data. Our
example is from the National Project for IT in Social Services
(Tikesos) which main aim was to specify the ontology-based
national archive to improve the interoperability of client data in
diverse information systems.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Large document repositories (e.g. archives) can benefit
from ontologies which facilitate search and retrieval [1]. If
several heterogeneous information systems store documents to
the ontology-based repository, they have to provide ontologybased documents. In the ontology-based documents (i.e.
semantic documents) the ontology is used for document
annotation.
Work which promotes developing compatible social
welfare information systems has been done in Finland since the
1990's. For example, common concepts and terminologies have
been defined. At the moment, the requirements of the annual
collection of national statistics for the National Institute for
Health and Welfare are the only common factor between
different client information systems [2]. Otherwise, the client
data model and client documents of the social welfare are
system-specific or municipality-specific. The data contents,
like document structures, are heterogeneous at both the
structure level and the semantic level.
Social workers need information from both information
system of social welfare and from other data repositories. For
example, the clients of social welfare are often also patients of
health care. Most municipal social services have access to the
query system of the Social Insurance Institution [3] and the
population register system of the Population Register Centre

[4]. In addition to this, there is hardly any exchange of
information between the information systems of the social
welfare. For example, in a survey on the use of information and
communication technology in Finnish social services, only one
of the five public service providers reported that digital
exchange of information is possible [2].
The National Project for IT in Social Services (Tikesos)
[5] initiated in 2004 and completed at the end of the year 2012.
The main aim of the project was to improve the interoperability
of client data in diverse information systems and to harmonize
client data contents, semantics and structures. In the Tikesos
project, the central information capital of the social welfare has
been standardized so that the national archive being planned
could be utilized to the management of client data. Separate
information systems have to be able to send, receive, and
process data so that the significance of the information will be
preserved. The preservation of the significance of the
information requires that the data structures have been
standardized.
In this paper, our objective is to report how we can help
information systems to utilize the RDFa-annotated XHTML
documents. Fig. 1 demonstrates the forming of social welfare
documents.

Fig. 1. Forming of Social Welfare documents

The Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) [6]
is used to form the data model of the social welfare (i.e.
standardized data structures). The Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [7] repository is used to store the
standardized data structures and to query data in the RDF
format. Finally, we generated RDFa-annotated XHTML
documents (called technical document templates) from the
RDF repository. The ontology which is used for the annotation
is CCTS-based [6]. The technical document templates are the
eXtensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) [9]
documents where the Resource Description Framework – in –
attributes (RDFa) [10] attributes are is used for embedding
exchangeable information in the RDF format within XHTML
documents.
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The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we
introduce how we specified CCTS-based data structures, in
Section III we introduce how we formed the RDF repository
which supports the CCTS-based data structures, in Section IV
we present semantic documents (XHTML+RDFa) and
illustrated utilizing of them. In Section V, we discuss in more
details semantic assets of social welfare. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Section VI.
II.

DATA STRUCTURES

Data structures, i.e. the data components (or classes) and
document structures, together form the data model of the social
welfare. The data components are semantic units which are
used to structure the contents of the document. The data
component consists of fields which can be based on the other
data component or can be atomic fields. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the data component Private Person.

Fig. 2. Example of data components

There are labels of the fields (e.g. Last name) in the
class. The type of the field can be a simple information type
(e.g. Name) [11] or it can refer to a class (e.g. Birth
information). The obligatoriness (e.g. obligatory [1..])
and recurrence (e.g. only one [..1]) of the field are inside
the square brackets.
Document structures consist of document-specific
components which are based on data components. In addition,
document structures may contain document-specific fields. The
document-specific components and fields are modeled in
structural form (Fig. 3).
Rectification

The document-specific components are specified. An
example of the document structure (Fig. 4) visualizes the
document-specific component Client which is a
specification of the data component Private Person.
When the document-specific component is specified, the
necessary fields will be chosen from the data component.
Rectification
Header [1..1]
Client [1..*] Demand for rectification applies to this person.
Definition
Name that is shared by people in a family,
Last name Name
e.g. Smith.
[1..1]
First names Name
[1..1]

Name that is used as an additional name
for the last name. The first name does not
refer to the family. A person may have
one or more first names, for example
Matti Tapio. In applications the label of
the field is in plural form "First names".

Identity number
Identifier [0..1]

Finnish unique identifier of private person
given by Population Register Centre

Temporary identity
number Identifier
[0..1]

Temporary finnish unique identifier of
private person

Contact information
[0..1]

Contact information of private person

Authority for appeal [1..1] Authority to which appeal is appointed.
Receiver [1..1] Receiver of demand for rectification
Draftsman [1..1]
Basic informations of document [1..1]
Definition
Description from the sections of the
Content of demand for
original decision to which the client is
rectification Text [1..1]
dissatisfied or from the faulty decision
and identified appeal demands.
Arguments Text [1..1]

Header [1..1]
Client [1..*] Demand for rectification applies to this person.
Authority for appeal [1..1] Authority to which appeal is appointed to.
Receiver [1..1] Receiver of demand for rectification
Draftsman [1..1]
Basic informations of document [1..1]
Definition
Content of demand for
Description from the sections of the
rectification Text [1..1]
original decision to which the client is
dissatisfied or from the faulty decision
and identified appeal demands.
Arguments Text [1..1]

The name (e.g. Client), occurrence (e.g. [1..1]) and
definition (e.g. Demand for . . .) of the document-specific
components are shown. The name (e.g. Arguments),
occurrence (e.g. [1..1]) and definition (e.g. Fact reasons
why . . .) of the document-specific fields are shown. The type
of the document-specific field is a simple information type
(e.g. Text).

Reasons why the client complains and
arguments from the sections of law.

Fig. 3. Example of document structure

Reasons why the client complains and
arguments from the sections of law.

Fig. 4. Example of specified document structure

We adapted the Core Components Technical Specification
(CCTS) for describing the data components and document
structures. CCTS can be applied to definition, storing, using
and sharing of data [6]. It is suitable for defining data models
and for creating standards for data exchange between
organizations in an open, global environment. During the
development process of the CCTS-based data model, the
substance experts modeled the data components as well as
document structures as spreadsheet tables because it was
familiar form to them.
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III.

RDF STRUCTURES

We selected the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
for storing and utilizing the data model because it is the most
common approach [12] for linking data to ontologies which are
used to improve data access. RDF is a standard model for data
interchange with features that facilitate data merging. It
specifies the conceptual data model of the information.
However, RDF does not describe the semantics of data
contents. Therefore, RDFS (RDF Schema) [13] and OWL
(Web Ontology Lanquage) [14] can be used for adding
semantics to the RDF data model. Fig. 5 illustrates the process
of developing and applying the RDF repository. We developed
a conversion tool for the generation of RDF structures through
intermediate eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [15]
structures from CCTS-based tables. Transformations were
implemented by Python [16] and XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations) [17] scripts.

suppliers can utilize templates in their information systems.
The XSLT+SPARQL script generates the XHTML documents
where the RDFa recommendation is used for embedding
exchangeable information in the RDF format within XHTML
documents.
For making the versioning of the archived documents
possible, the document-specific information must be located in
an individual XHTML+RDFa file. The document contains a
set of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) [23] rules for default
formatting. It is also possible to replace or extend this default
set of rules for tailoring the default formatting.
The prefix attribute of the element body defines the
namespace of the document. URI of the data structure is
constructed by adding the technical name of a data structure
(e.g. ak:ClientPrivateperson) to the end of the
document namespace. The technical document template has a
structure which follows the CCTS-based structure of the RDF
data. Furthermore, comments remark if the data structure is
obligatory or repeatable. The following fragment of the
document is an example of the technical document template.
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML+ RDFa
1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/DTD/xhtmlrdfa-2.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>Rectification</title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type"
content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"/>
<style type="text/css">
div
{ margin: 0; . . .}
div.document { margin-top: 10mm; . . .}
. . .
</style>
</head>
<body
prefix="ak:http://sosmeta.fi/asiakirjat/
appeals_Clientdocumentation/Rectification/
2012/08/28/ak#"
typeof="ak:Rectification">

Fig. 5. Forming of RDF repository

The ontology with linked data was stored to the RDF
repository which allows to link data together with URIs
(Universal Resource Identifiers) [18]. We chose the Sesame
open source Java framework [19] for storing data components
and document structures and querying data in the RDF format.
Sesame is deployed as a Java Servlet Application in Apache
Tomcat webserver whereby client applications communicate
over HTTP. XSLT+SPARQL [20] is used for making queries
and generating result HTML or XHTML pages. The SPARQL
Query Language for RDF (SPARQL) [21] queries are executed
against RDF repositories, and the results can be accessed using
XPath [22]. In this way, it is possible to write XSLT
transformations which access data that is expressed in RDF.
IV.

TECHNICAL DOCUMENT TEMPLATES

Technical document templates are automatically generated
document structures in a XHTML+RDFa format. System

<!—Document begins-->
<div class="document">
. . .
<div class="bdtitle">
Rectification
</div>
<!—Data component begins: Client-->
<!--Definition: Demand for rectification
applies to this person.-->
<!--This reference is obligatory!-->
<!--This reference can be repeated!-->
<div class="item"
rel="ak:ClientPrivateperson">
<div class="title">
<b>Client</b>
</div>
</div>
<!--Data component ends: Client-->
…
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<!-- Document-specific field begins: Arguments
-->
<!--Definition: Fact reasons why client wants
to have a change and the sections of law to
which the client appeals in.-->
<!--This reference is obligatory!-->
<div class="item">
<div class="title">Arguments</div>
<div class="field"
property="ak:ArgumentsText">
The client did not understand
that she has to deliver the
needed appendixes.
</div>
</div>
</div>
<!—Document-specific field ends: Arguments-->
…
</div>
<!—Document ends-->
</body>
</html>

Data from information systems is added as a value of the
div elements with RDFa attributes property or rel (e.g.
property="ak:ArgumentsText"). The user of the
technical document template can remove a part of the structure
if it is not compulsory according to the client data model. Part
of the described structure can also be repeated in the document
depending on the client data.
The main stages of the utilizing of technical document
templates are the following:
1) Determine the correspondence of the information
definitions of the data model of the client information system
and of the data model of the social welfare. The
correspondence of information can be examined with the help
of the document structures and of the generated graphs.

• The technical document template can be used as a basis
for the information system document templates (for
example jsp, scala or php template) which are used to
add client data to the technical document templates.
• The document which has been completed with the client
data can be generated by XSLT or XQuery [27] from
the XML format which is specified by some client data
system. In that case, the technical document templates
can be used as a basis for the XHTML+RDFa document
with client data.
V.

DISCUSSION

Semantic assets are as instances of the know-how capital.
Usually, the definitions of the semantic assets or semantic
interoperability assets are mainly asset lists as follows:
• ”dictionaries, taxonomies, mapping tables, XML
schemas . . . ontologies, tags, ontology-folksonomy
maps” [28]
• “ontologies, data models, data dictionaries, code lists,
XML (Extensible Markup Language) and RDF
(Resource Description Framework) schemas which are
used for information exchange and that can be reused
by implementers of Information Systems, in particular,
as part of machine-to-machine interfaces” [29]
• “dictionaries, thesauri, taxonomies, mapping-tables,
ontologies and service registries”, “highly reusable
metadata (e.g. xml schemata, generic data models) and
reference data (e.g. codelists, taxonomies, dictionaries,
vocabularies) which are used for eGovernment system
development” [30]
• “the resources required to enable semantic
interoperability such as terminologies, thesauri and
mapping rules” [31]

3) Connect the fields (the RDFa attributes) that have been
used in the document template to the client data of the client
information system.

Versatile know-how (e.g. substance, terminological and
technical) is required for the interpretation of the semantic
assets, not to mention, for the understanding and adapting of
the semantic assets. Therefore, we reported on the concrete
solution to forming and adapting the semantic assets of social
welfare (Fig. 6).

4) Check that the documents which are in accordance with
the document template are valid according to the validation
service (the formed document examples must be checked with
the help of validation services for example W3C offers the
XHTML validation service [24] and CSS validation service
[25]).

Fig. 6. Semantic Assets of Social Welfare

2) Form the structure of the database which is in
accordance with the data model of the social welfare.

The technical document templates can be utilized in the
information systems of the social welfare in many different
ways as follows:
• The XHTML+RDFa structure of the document can be
treated for example with different programming
languages which support the Document Object Model
(DOM) [26] defined by the W3C.

We wanted to use the RDF repository for storing and
utilizing the data model. In our review of the related work, we
used Google Scholar as a pilot data source and we tried search
terms RDF and CCTS and RDFa and XHTML from titles.
However, we did not find out any RDF paper either for CCTSbased storing or RDFa-annotated XHTML documents
utilizing. There is, for example, Europeana RDF Store Report
[32] which summarizes the results of qualitative and
quantitative study which were carried out on existing RDF
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stores in the context of the European Digital Library project.
Peristeras, Tarabanis and Goudos [33] have examined the
projects, models and ontologies of the electronic administration
(eGovernment). They have classified and grouped 29 different
eGovernment modeling initiatives. Two of those used the RDF
standard; The UK Government Common Information Model
(GCIM) [34] and The Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA)
Business Reference Model [35].
VI.

CONCLUSION

The standardized data structured of the social welfare in
Finland have been specified as spreadsheet tables because they
are familiar forms to the substance experts. The data
components and document structures form the standardized
data structures (i.e. CCTS-based data model). Data structures
have the typed fields that can be, for example, obligatory and
recurrent.
The RDF repository has been chosen for utilizing the
CCTS-based data model. The Python programming language
and XSLT language have been used for forming the RDF
structures. Two languages, XSLT and SPARQL, have been
used for generating graphs and templates from the RDF
repository. The technical document templates are examples of
generated templates. They are RDFa-annotated XHTML
documents and they have been formed to help utilizing the
semantic documents of the social welfare. All spreadsheet
tables, RDF structures, as well as, generated graphs and
templates are semantic assets of the social welfare.
The data model of the social welfare will be estimated with
the inspection during the years 2013–2015. In the inspection,
the necessity, adequacy and purpose of use of documents,
among others, are estimated. Also the contents of documents,
such as the necessity, adequacy, notation, obligatoriness and
recurrence of the information are estimated. Inspectors have to
be able to read and interpret the data model. Thus, the
inspectors have to understand how the data model has been
formed.
In the future, we have to follow several issues (e.g.
standards) around the semantic documents. Furthermore, we
have to develop processes for forming and handling of the
semantic documents in the information systems. Therefore, we
have specified business rules and prototyped those with Drools
[36].
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